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Was Chinggis Khan literate?
David C. Wright
Was Chinggis Khan literate? The very question probably seems somewhat
preposterous to most historians familiar with the coufse and particulars of
his life. (For our present purposes, we will regard <literacy> as the ability
to read, and not necessarily the ability to write.t) The Mongols did have a
writing system. They got their script from the Naimans, who got it from
the Uighurs, an ancient Turkic people who got their script from the

Sogdians, an Iranian people who in turn took theirs from an Aramaic
script.2 But what we know of Chinggis Khan's interaction with the written
word seems to suggest that he himself was illiterate and empowered
trusted associates to attend to the reading and writing in his administration, as his distinguished twentieth-century European biographer Paul
Ratchnevsky notes:
<Genghis learned state administration from the Naimans. He was taught administrative methodology by the former Naiman chancellor, Tata-tonga, who persuaded
him that royal orders should in future be legalized by a seal... The illiterate Genghis
Khan was also quick to grasp the importance of the written word, which would
ensure that his wishes and his laws would be preserved accurately and without
alteration for future generations. He gave orders that the Genghiside princes were to
learn the Uighur script used by the Naimans.>3

Evidence abounds of the value Chinggis Khan attached to the Uighur
script, but very little of this evidence directly suggests that he himself
took steps to become literate in it. Records the Persian historian Juvaini:
accordance and agreement with his own mind he [Chinggis Khan] established a
rule for every occasion and a regulation for every circumstance; while for every crime
he fixed a penalty, And since the Tartar peoples had no script oftheir own, he gave
orders that Mongot children should learn writing from the Uighur; and that these
<<In

yasas and ordinances should be written down on rolls. These rolls are called the
Great Book of Yasas and are kept in the treasury of the chief princes. Whenever a
khan ascends the throne, or a great army is mobilized, or the princes assemble and
begin [to consult together] concerning affairs of state and the administration thereof,

they produce these rolls and model their actions thereon; and proceed with the
disposition of armies or the destruction of provinces and cities in the manner therein
prescribed.r4
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Chinggis Khan highly prized scholars with the gifts of languages and
writing and recruited them into his own service. The young Uighur
Mengsusi (Mungsuz) pleased Chinggis Khan so much with his knowledge
of Uighur literature that Chinggis prophesied of him: <This boy has fire
in his eyes. The day will come when he will be of great value.>> Chinggis
Khan also valued craftsmen and medical doctors enough to spare them
from the otherwise general butchery that attended his campaigns.s Juvaini
gives us some insight into how mastery of the Uighur script u,as apparently one important way for bright young men to ingratiate themselves
with Chinggis Khan and become his trusted officials:
<The Emir Arghun, after mastering the Uighur script and having grown into young

manhood, encountered every manner of luck and good fortune. Young though he
was he went to the Court of Qa'an and was enrolled amongst the bitikchís. Day by
day Qa'an looked upon him with greater favour, and he was still in the flower of
youth when he sent him to Khitai together with Qaban on an important mission. He
remained there some time, and upon his retum to Qa'an was nominated, because of
his complete reliability, to investigate lan important case]...>16

But our assumptions about Chinggis Khan's illiteracy have recently
been called into question. At the Seventh intemational Congress of Mongolists (held in Ulaanbaata¡ in August 1997) I listened to a paper given by
mainland Chinese researcher Chiang Ch'uan I[Jll of the Inner Mongolian
Xing'an [Khingan] League Art and Literature Association. In his paper
Chiang argued that a passage at the end of the Hsuan-feng ch'ing-hui lu
ãÃ18Êffi (Record of the Joyous Society of the Mysterious Wind;
hereafter abbreviated HFCHL) by Yeh-lü Ch'u-ts'ai qßæËfd (11891243),7 the famous ethnic Kitan advisor to Chinggis Khan, establishes the
great khan's literacy. He also circulated a trilingual (English, Mongolian,
and Chinese) pamphlet version of this paper before and after his
presentation.s

Some background information at this point will likely be helpful. In
1222 the Taoist monk Ch'iu Ch'u-chi É-ffitffi , perhaps more commonly
known by his religious name Ch'ang-ch'un
, was summoned out of
China by Chinggis Khan to visit him in the Hindu Kush Mountains and in
wrote an
Samarkand. Ch'ang-ch'un's follower Li Chih-ch'ang

FË

account

of their travels entitled

+ËH

<<Journey

to the West> (Hsi-yu chi

EüË¿ ), translations of which have been done by Bretschneidere and
Waley.lo Yeh-lü Ch'u-ts'ai, himself a Buddhist, took down one of Ch'angch'un's sermons to Chinggis Khan on Taoism, the text of which is the
HFCHL.I t Yeh-lü Ch'u-ts'ai then later wrote an account entitled Hsi-yu
luüMffi, a large portion of which was critical of Ch'ang-ch'un and his
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particular sect of Taoism. The text of the Hsi-yu /ø has been translated
by the well-known Mongolist Igor de Rachewiltz.l2
Of these accounts relating to Ch'ang-ch'un's visit with Chinggis Khan
it is the HFCHL that interests us most. Chiang's case seems to rest on a
single sentence at the very end of the HFCHL in which Chinggis Khan
gives his attendants the following order after having heard a sermon
by Ch'ang-ch'un: <Record them [Taoist teachings] in bamboo records
[? Chien-ts'¿ m{m ], and in the future Wet3 shall personally review
them> (Lu chih chien-ts'e, Chen chiang ch'in lan ffi.|Èf flüËX,{{HH ).
In terms of the question at hand, the meaning of this sentence hinges upon
a single character: the verb lan W . Chiang, it seems (p. l0), assumes
that lan here means 'to read', <<yüeh-tu Hffi
".
With this key passage from the HFCHL in mind, Chiang poses the
following question: <If Chinggis Khan were illiterate... how could he
have had the extraordinary reading ability to review personally the
exalted and profound language of essential Taoist teachings?> In his
conclusion, Chiang (p. 1l) argues that this single passage is primafacie
evidence for Chinggis Khan's literacy in Mongolian at the very least, and
also perhaps in Chinese as well:
<The actual historical record fully proves that there need be no doubt of Chinggis

Khan's literacy. tüfhat is more, his reading ability in Mongolian must not be
underestimated, The question of whether he knew only Mongolian or knew both
Mongolian and Chinese, and to what extent he might have known Chinese, must
await further discovery and research'>

Chiang Ch'uan seems to think that the HFCHL was virtually unknown
prior to the mainland Chinese publication of the Tao-tsang by the
Chekiang People's Publishing House in 1990. But its text was included in

editions of the Tao-tsang published in Shanghai in 1923-26 and in
Taiwan in 1977 .ta It has been known in the V/est at least since 1929, when
the great French Sinologist Paul Pelliot made the following remarks
about it:
<<Mais

il est assez singulier que YeJiu Tch'ou-ts'ai, très hostile

à

K'ieou Tch'ou-ki,

soit vraiment I' auteur de cet opuscule si favorable au taoisme. Il faudrait rechercher
dans I'ensemble des oeuvres de K'ieou Tch'ou-ki et de Ye-liu Tch'ou-ts'ai si on
rencontre quelque renseignement supplémentaire à cet sujet.>15

of the HFCHL appeared in 1948,16 and the celYao
Ts'ung-wu
ebrated Professor
Dbtrã published a detailed analysis
of it in 1959.11 Prominent Mongolist and Sinologist Igor de Rachewiltz

A
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did take some notice of the HFCHL in an important 1962 publication. He
commented on this passage without further fanfare as follows:
of the work there are a few lines recording what Chinggis said after
having heard Ch'ang-ch'un's discourse (<I have received your earnest instructions
and listened respectfully to your advice. These are all things difficult to practise;
however, I shall certainly act in accordance with the Immortal's instructions and
diligently put them into effect.>) The emperor goes on to say that he has already
ordered his <close minister(s)> (chin ch'en) to record Ch'ang-ch'un's words in a
document, so that he could personally read them, and should some of their
deep meaning (hsuan cåift) escape him, he would ask Ch'ang-ch'un for further
<rAt the end

instruction.>18

Chiang's conclusions and assumptions about the meaning of lan in the
context he has located are, in my opinion, insufficiently warranted. One
modern Chinese-English dictionary that has fairly decent coverage of the
colloquial and literary meanings of Chinese characters and terms gives the
following definitions for lan:

l. 'to look'; 'to inspect'; 'to perceive', 'to ¡þad'
2. 'to listen (what others say)'
3. a Chinese family namelg

Thus it would also be quite reasonable to assume that Chinggis Khan
would review these teachings in the future not by reading over them
himself, but by having them read aloud to him. Chinggis Khan was in the
habit of aurally reviewing written material with scribes. For example,
Chinggis Khan gave the following instructions to his adopted son Shigikhutukhu:
<Write down the details of the distribution of rewards and of the legal decisions made

for the nation and bind these in a Blue Book (koke debter). Until the days of my
most distant successors, no one shall alter whatever, after consultation with myself,
Shigi-khutukhu shall decide and set down in blue writing on white paper.>2O

While Chiang Ch'uan's case for Chinggis Khan's literacy hinges on the
meaning of a single verb in a single isolated sentence, the case against his
literacy is not so confined. Historical considerations also seem to vitiate
Chiang's case. As for Chinggis Khan's possible literacy in Chinese,
Herbert Franke long ago established that even after Khubilai, many of the
Yuan emperors read Chinese only with the greatest of difficulty.2l It is,
therefore, extremely unlikely that Chinggis Khan, who had limited contact

with the Chinese world, knew any Chinese at all. And we know that
Chinggis Khan's discussions with Ch'ang-ch'un were recorded in Turkish,
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Chinese, Persian, and Mongolian.zz Are we therefore to assume that the
great Khan would also read over Ch'ang-ch'un's teachings in Turkish and
even Persian?

When could Chinggis Khan possibly have learned to read Mongolian
in the Uighur script? Certainly not during his youth, when almost all
people attain their literacy. The Mongols did not adopt the Uighur script
until after their defeat of the Naimans, so their written record could not
have begun before 1206,23 when Chinggis Khan was well into middle
age.24 From 1207 to l2l0 he was on campaign against the Tangut state of
Hsia. The years 1211 to 1215 were full of his battles against the Jurchen
state of Chin. In 1216 and l2l7 he had to deal with dissident tribes
(mainly the Keraits and Tumats) in Mongolia. From l2l8 to l22l he
waged relentless and devastating warfare against Khwarazm, Bokhara,
Samarkand, and other Central Asian lslamic states. Then comes 1222, tbe
year he met with Ch'ang-ch'un in the Hindu Kush Mountains of Afghanistan and in Samarkand and was supposedly highly literate' (Chinggis
Khan spent the remaining years of his life in campaigns against the
Russians and the Tanguts. He died in 1227, most likely at the hands of the
captured Tangut Queen.2s¡ I doubt that during his long and turbulent life
Chinggis Khan had much time to learn to read at all, much less the
quiescent leisure necessary to digest the profound and recondite doctrines
of alchemical Taoism. Chinggis Khan did not lead a contemplative life. He
may have grasped some of the basics of Taoist teachings, but his
understanding of them was likely based on oral instruction and intuition,
not erudition.26

Conclusion
The evidence supporting Chiang's position is isolated and tenuous, while
linguistic, historical, and textual considerations militating against it are
abundant. Chiang Ch'uan has raised an important issue about the life of
the great Khan, but he has not established a strong case for his literacy.
Given the current absence of further known corroborative evidence of
any nature of Chinggis Khan's literacy, historians must still assume that
Chinggis Khan was largely if not completely illiterate.
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